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The High-Speed Hardwood Pellets Packaging Machine by Foshan
DESSION Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd. is an advanced packaging
solution designed for efficiently packaging hardwood pellets. This high-
tech machine combines cutting-edge technology with ease of operation
and is ideal for various industries, including food, beverage, and more.

 

 

 



 

1. Convenient operation: it adopts PLC touchscreen control and man-
machine interface operation system, which is intuitive and convenient to
operate;
2. Convenient adjustment: fully automatic Just input the required
parameters from the man-machine interface, and all parts of the
packaging machine can be adjusted to the part of the required command;
3. High degree of automation: meet the requirements of full-automatic
vacuum, realize unmanned in the process of weighing and packaging, and
give an automatic alarm of war barrier;
4. The perfect prevention system can intelligently detect whether the bag
is opened and whether the bag is complete. If it is not suitable to add
materials, it will not be heat sealed Do not waste bags and materials and
save costs;
5. The equipment meets the hygienic standard of food processing
machinery, and the contact part between the equipment and materials is
processed with 304 stainless steel or other materials that meet the
requirements of food hygiene.
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With a professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with
satisfactory and technical service no matter which country you are in;
Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, and
maintenance are available for any buyer;
If you have any problem when using the machine and the videos can not
help, our technician will video chat with you to fix your problem;
(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting
services for you, but if you insist on the service overseas, the travel
expense and technician cost will paid by you.)



 

 

Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days, By Air, by Sea or by
Express (DHL etc)

 

FAQ

Q1. Are you a manufacturer?

A1: Yes, we are an experienced manufacturer with our own brand and
production lines, welcome to visit our factory at your convenient time.



 

Q2. How about the quality of products?

A2: Our technicians and QC teams test the products one by one using
aging lines, professional devices, and instruments to ensure the quality of
all products.

 

Q3. How about the price?

A3: We are a manufacturer and always offer our customers the most
competitive prices.

 

Q4. How to place an order?

A4: Contact with online service, or send an email to us directly, we will
reply to you with the product price, specifications, packing, etc. soon.
Thank you.

 

Q5. May I send samples to you for testing? 

A5: Yes! You are welcome to send us your products to test by our
machine.

 

Q6. How long is your delivery time?

A6: Generally it is 5-10 days if the goods are in stock. or it is 15-30 days if
the goods are not in stock.


